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(from load management programs) 
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RELIABILITY FACTOR 
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 CLASS A DEMAND SALES 

0.7% 
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 CLASS A ENERGY SALES 

1,330,875MWh 
NIPCO CLASS A ENERGY SALES 



 
 

 
 

A picture may be worth a thousand words but, at 
Northwest Iowa Power Cooperative, the value 
of achievement cannot be proven without 
considering the thousands of elements that 
contribute to the bigger picture. 

At NIPCO, “The Big Picture” is how we 
deliver on our mission to provide wholesale 
energy supply, communications, and related 
services for the benefit of our member 
cooperatives and the communities of 
western Iowa in a safe, reliable, competitive, 
and environmentally responsible manner. 

While The Big Picture is the image we 
see when we stand back to gain a full 
perspective, focusing on the day-to-day 
operational details is imperative to truly 
appreciate how every aspect lends itself 
to the portrait in the frame. Who 
better to illustrate the collection of 
NIPCO’s 2017 operational snapshots 
than those who  produce them? Read on 
to see how their projects contribute to 
The Big Picture at NIPCO. 

“ ”Details create the big picture.
Sanford “Sandy” I. Weill, American businessman and philanthropist (1933-) 



 
 
 

 

 
 

 

“Serving our members is first and foremost.” 
As we close the book on 2017, NIPCO will take a collective step back to view how our day-to-day operations affect our members.

  Some days, it’s hard to see the forest through the trees when attempting to accomplish a singular goal or complete 
a difficult task. But when you take a step back and evaluate the many projects underway at NIPCO, 

it’s easy to see the Big Picture outcomes that are being achieved on behalf of our members. 

As you will read in our annual report, there are many projects underway at NIPCO.  Whether our projects save
 the membership on avoided costs, provide better reliability or provide access to additional services not 

previously available, NIPCO is delivering on its mission statement, “to provide wholesale energy supply, 
communications and related services for the benefit of our member cooperatives and the communities of 

western Iowa in a safe, reliable, competitive, and environmentally responsible manner.” 

At NIPCO, serving our members is first and foremost. If it’s federal 
or state legislative issues affecting our members, NIPCO 

is ensuring our members’ collective voices are heard.
 If our members require assistance attracting, retaining 
or expanding a business, NIPCO is  providing economic 

development resources. 

At NIPCO, we recognize we are just one part of providing power
 to our members. But at NIPCO, we attempt to assist with

 providing our talents and efforts to our family of cooperatives
 to ensure the members realize cost-effective power supply. 

“The Big Picture” at NIPCO?  That’s easy... NIPCO and its talented 
employees stand ready to meet and exceed all members’ 

electrical needs, to deliver on our mission statement and to
 dedicate ourselves to NIPCO’s “Members First” promise. 

Matt Washburn 
Executive Vice President and General Manager 



 
 

 

 

 

“Improved service to the members.” 
“2017 proved to be a year full of discussion at the board table centered, primarily, on improving 
services to the NIPCO membership. From substation upgrades and enhancements to resources that 
improve how our system shares data that communicates power quality and load management, 
seven directors, representing over 31,000 member-owners in western Iowa share one common 
goal: to carry NIPCO’s tradition of providing optimum service reliability and excellence in 
member/customer services...and to provide cost-based electric rates. 

In a time when NIPCO is faced with the challenges of an aging system (some of it is still 
part of NIPCO’s original build) and outdated support mechanisms, we recognize 
that improved technology and infrastructure require innovative solutions 
and significant investment. As NIPCO Board President, 
I am proud of the diverse perspective shared by the 
member director representatives and our ability 
to reach a consensus in order to deliver 
Big Picture outcomes. 

Looking forward, I can see 2018 will prove to be an 
exciting year as we continue to build for the next 
generation of NIPCO service to its members.” 

Louis Reed 
NIPCO Board President 



“ ”Next generation of load management.
Vital to avoiding increased demand charges, the next generation of load management will retain the 
strengths of our legacy system and gain new ones. We will continue to control the same equipment 
utilizing our time-tested, proven strategies, with the added benefit of real-time two-way telemetry. 
The backbone infrastructure is the same that four NIPCO members have/are installing for their 
automated metering infrastructure (AMI) systems, thus gaining  efficiencies. Finally, due to 

mesh technology, the network is “self-healing”,  so every endpoint 
installed strengthens the network. 

Chris Larson 
Engineer II 

“Better reliability at less cost.” 
NIPCO is not an island. NIPCO has numerous interconnections with neighboring 

utilities because of joint local and regional planning and membership in 
Southwest Power Pool (SPP), a Regional Transmission Organization (RTO). 

NIPCO’s membership in SPP affords us the opportunity to pass along
 efficiencies to our members that are gained through development and 

implementation of a long-term plant investment and replacement
 plan to strengthen our transmission infrastructure.” 

Steve Ver Mulm 
Vice President Engineering & Operations 



 

 

”...advance service to our members...

“Serving members is what we do. ” 
Member Services is not just a department, it is what we do. NIPCO continues to assess the 
performance of existing services by asking and working with our members. In 2017, NIPCO 
launched its second Member Satisfaction survey and results showed improved overall 
satisfaction, compared to 2015 scores. Improved platforms power and manage our websites. 
Updated systems assist in rebate management administration. Refined policies enhance 
energy efficiency programs. Collaboration inspires creative services support and creates 

meaningful content that improves engagement with member-owners. 
Partnerships support the economic and community development 

efforts of our members. Every touch-point of Member Services is 
shaped by NIPCO’s “Members First” promise. 

Angela Catton 
Manager of Member Relations & Development 

“
Telecommunications is a diverse and cross-departmental piece of operations at NIPCO and, we must always 
be looking to the next opportunity or technology to advance service to our members. In 2017 we upgraded the 

Ethernet transport network 10-fold. This allowed NIPCO to become more efficient in  data traffic exchange 
between our headquarters and our substations for improved service reliability. This upgrade also has a valuable
 side benefit. Surplus capacity becomes a commodity that can be sold to outside customers for variousneeds. 

NIPCO has assisted several internet providers with wireless transport solutions and has also supplied 
broadband connections from our tower sites. The Ethernet connection travels over the newly upgraded 

transport infrastructure, making NIPCO a “Carriers’ Carrier” for wireless vendors. Those wireless 
providers are, now, partnering with NIPCO’s distribution cooperatives to provide a rural broadband

 solution to customers in western Iowa that would, otherwise, be without an internet connection or have 
slow or limited service. This additional revenue stream is a benefit to NIPCO and its membership. 

Keith Schiltz 
Sr. Telecommunications & Facilities Advisor 



This past year, NIPCO took steps to protect and secure service to the membership,
 in the event operations at NIPCO’s headquarters were to ever be impacted. 

An older transmission building at our Salix Substation was retrofitted to serve as the new home to 
NIPCO’s off-site disaster recovery center. The remodeled facility includes dedicated areas for a 

Control Center as well as an adjacent office space that will enable employees to manage operations, 
should a disaster arise. NIPCO’s Control Center personnel will operate from this location one day a 

month, to verify the equipment is operational. NIPCO also refreshed the SCADA
 (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) network, servers and workstations with newer 

hardware and updated operating systems. New SCADA firewalls were installed
 as another layer of protection and to secure communications between 

NIPCO’s headquarters and our disaster recovery site. 

Steve Spieler 
Chief Information Officer 

“ ”...to protect and secure service to members... 

Jayme Huber 
Engineer III 

“ ”...ambitious plan to rebuild...
The best time to rebuild is while the line and substations are still operating well. NIPCO has 
approximately 460 miles of 69kV transmission line that are 50+ years old and 14 transmission 
substations that are 45+ years old. In 2017, we started an ambitious plan to rebuild 40 miles of 
69kV line and upgrade two transmission substations per year. Thus far, we have rebuilt 42 miles of 
line and upgraded one transmission and eight distribution substations in 2017, and are nearing 
completion of an additional 38 miles of line, two transmission and 16 distribution substations.  

It is important to rebuild our line to better withstand higher winds and heavier ice loading, 
increase power flow, improve relaying ability and protect our infrastructure, and to work with 
area landowners to relocate structures out of their fields. 

It is improvements such as these that will enable NIPCO to improve service to our members 
and those who share our system. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

“NIPCO remained financially strong in 2017.”
NIPCO ended the year with book margins of $4,588,440, which includes the 2017 patronage assignment from Basin Electric Power 

Cooperative of $3,244,005. NIPCO’s positive financial position allowed the Board, at its November 28, 2017 meeting, to approve 
a $1,555,189 retirement of the remaining 2000, 2001, and a portion of the 2002 patronage assignments to the membership. 

82.60% 
4.96% 
0.11% 
3.54% 
1.32% 
7.47% 

80.15% 
9.89% 
2.36% 
3.07% 
4.53% 

Class A Sales 
Class B Revenues 
Non-Operating Revenues 
Deferred Patronage Assignments 
Other Revenues 
RTO Service Revenues 

Power Supply 
Operations & Maintenance 
Interest 
Depreciation 
Other Expenses 

 Significant construction projects were undertaken in 2017 as part of our long-term rebuild plan 
and included approximately 40 miles of transmission replacements/upgrades, the new West 

Branch Substation, and various switch station upgrades. These projects, though exciting, require 
a significant investment by our members.  Our membership in SPP continues to provide positive 

economic results by allowing us to generate revenue from many of our transmission assets. Due 
to this revenue stream from SPP, stable purchased power costs from our primary power provider, 
Basin Electric, and a decrease in the 2018 WAPA (Western Area Power Administration) rate, the 

NIPCO Board was able to approve no change to its 2018 wholesale electric rates. We are 
fortunate that NIPCO’s financial strength allows for easy access to capital from our primary 

lending partners, National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation (CFC) and CoBank. In 
August 2017, CFC provided NIPCO a $45 million multi-draw project loan, which will be used to fi-
nance these current and future construction projects.  NIPCO’s strong financial position, coupled 

with our membership in SPP and our numerous system upgrades, ensures that we 
are well positioned to provide cost-effective, reliable power deliveries to our members. 

Jane Scheitler 
Chief Financial Officer 
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See Notes to Financial Statements 
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